Welcomes and Congratulates
New CFA Charterholders
and New Society Members
th

17 CFA Charter Award Ceremony
and Social Night
Milan, 29 November 2016

Dear CFA Society Italy Member,
This year we celebrate the 17th Award Ceremony, an important achievement for our Society.

The Board of Directors is honoured to present you the new CFA Charterholders, who successfully
completed the CFA Program ® in 2016 and, consequently, joined our Society.
They all work in different fields of the broad Finance Industry; they come from different Italian
regions or even, in some cases, from foreign Countries.

Their different cultures and experience will contribute to enrich our local Society, who is growing
successfully in terms of Members (more than 400 now) and in terms of activities and public
awareness.

Two of the main strategic objectives of the Italian Society are improving the relationships among our
Members and increasing our network and contacts with other players in the Financial Industry and
the broader public. We think that our values and professionalism must be shared with our
colleagues, employers and regulators, in order to continue to increase the awareness among all of
them about the CFA Charter and the CIPM Certificate. We hope that you will join us to promote our
Designations, to make our message “bolder” and our values recognized more and more.

The Social Event is one of the many occasions to share ideas and views for our lively Society: I am
looking forward to meeting you soon!

Sincerely,

Giancarlo Sandrin, CFA
President

New Charterholders
Stefano Barozzi, CFA
stefano.barozzi@prometeia.com

Financial risk management consultant in banks.
Despite I am 8 years old (born on Feb.29th), I
have 2 kids. Interests: economic history,
politics.

Matteo Bonaventura, PhD, CFA

matteo.bonaventura@banor.it

Financial analyst at Banor SIM, keen on equity
valuation and corporate finance. I love wine
tasting, playing tennis and skiing.

Andrea Bugin, CFA

buginand@gmail.com

Ingredients: Economics, Financial Engineering,
C++
Programming,
Derivative
Pricing.
Procedure: mix up for 20 years and add CFA on
top.

Marco Castagna, CFA
marcocastagna@hotmail.it

Portfolio Manager & Head of Fund Selection.
Specialist in Alternative Strategies.
Things I love: Soccer, Food & Music!

Marco Castelnuovo, CFA

marco.castelnuovo@ersel.it

Fixed Income Fund Manager at Ersel, guitarist,
always learning and trying to improve myself.

Alberto Corradini, CFA

Alberto.corradini@generali.com

Corporate Finance specialist, expert in finance
and insurance business at Generali; favorite
things to do: soccer and travelling.

Nicolà Corvo, CFA

nicolo.corvo@gmail.com

Banker, performing due diligence in the hedge
fund industry, major interests: trade-off between
trail running and passion for food&wine!

Federico Crecchi, CFA

federico.crecchi@gmail.com

Former asset allocator, current data scientist,
very much into fintech!

Stefano Dominedò, CFA

stefano.dominedo@gmail.com

Chief of Staff. Experience in (re)insurance, risk
mgnt, ptf mgnt. Lived in the US for 6 years,
moved back to Italy last year. Avid skier.

Fatima Ezzahra Bajoudi, CFA

f.bajoudi@studenti.luiss.it

Private equity and real estate manager.
Things I love: socialising and travelling.

Giacomo Fumagalli, CFA

fumagalligiacomo@gmail.com

Portfolio manager, major expertise: equities
with a strong focus on stock picking. Beyond
investing I love football and music.

Emanuele Gerletti, CFA

emanuele.gerletti@gmail.com

Bocconi graduated with four years experience
as credit fund manager: focus on high yield
space, both EU and EM markets.

Matteo Lombardi, CFA

Lombardi.mtt@gmail.com

Investment
advisor
for
high-net-worth
individuals at UBS Switzerland. Things that I
love: my family, travelling and tennis.

John Patrick Mallon, CFA

J.Mallon@gmail.com

Analyst and Portfolio Advisor. I Love equities,
funds, family, and a little place called Ireland.
Full-time wisdom hunter!

Anna Paola Marchi, CFA

annapaolamarchi@yahoo.com

Sales
Relationship
Manager
in
Asset
Management, with focus on institutional and
wholesale clients. Passionate about markets,
running, yoga and music! And not necessarily
in this order!

Roberto Menini, CFA

Roberto.menini@generali.com

From Deloitte to different controlling roles in
both Private Equity and AM in Luxembourg I
love sailing and foreign cultures.

Alessio Nulli Gennari, CFA

alessio.nulligennari@bancaditalia.it

Fixed Income Portfolio Manager. When not
trading,
inexhaustible
traveler
and
internationalism advocate.

Valerio Taddei, CFA

valerio.taddei@gmail.com

Financial analyst, committed to taking wealth
management to the next level, fascinated by the
magic of nature and the genius of mankind.

Erasmo Tangorra, CFA

erasmotangorra@yahoo.it

Commodities Trading Manager, expert in oil and
carbon derivatives. Things I love: travelling and
tennis!

Nicola Tommasini, CFA

nicola.tommasini@hotmail.com

Head of research and due diligence, expert in
fund selection and asset allocation, with strong
passion for financial markets and alternative
investments. I love running, football and
drinking with friends!

Lorenzo Tonnarelli, CFA

lorenzo.tonnarelli@gmail.com

Investment Risk Manager, new member of the
CFA Society Italy, I'm keen on technology,
sports cars and motorbikes

